Comprehensive Imaging Software to
Maximize Canon Scanner Performance
Canon’s CapturePerfect software delivers the image processing
features needed to obtain the highest image quality, even in
the most rigorous scanning environments. It is designed to help
maximize Canon scanner performance, increase productivity,
and streamline document imaging workflows.
Advanced Feature-Set
CapturePerfect offers a variety of post-scan
processing features to maximize scanning performance, including automatic generation of
file names from bar code, imprinter, or zone
OCR results. These names can then be used

for indexing or to save the log files while
monitoring file size capacity of the target
folders. And, the software’s MultiStream
capability allows multiple image files from
a single scan.

Improved Productivity
CapturePerfect helps maximize the capabilities of the DR-Series scanners
and decrease preparation time, which helps to reduce labor costs and
increase office productivity. This software delivers high-performance
scanning at full speeds for professional document imaging and distribution.

Highest Image Quality
Capturing high-quality images is critical to document management,
as image quality significantly impacts the success of data capture,
recognition, and retrieval. CapturePerfect’s sophisticated imaging functions not only help obtain legible text from even the lightest pencil marks,
but they also create the sharpest images possible and assure the highest
image fidelity to the original document.

Canon CapturePerfect Editing

Increased Flexibility
CapturePerfect can scan batches of mixed documents—as multi- or
single-page files—directly to e-mail, file folder, printer, or PDF file.
Compliance with the industry-standard ISIS® interface enables seamless
integration with third-party document management platforms.

Easy to Use
CapturePerfect provides convenient ways to edit, arrange, and manage
files with a drag-and-drop interface. Routine scanning operations or
other frequently repeated scan settings can be pre-registered to the
convenient “Scan-To-Job” buttons for additional ease-of-use.

Comprehensive Document Imaging
CapturePerfect can help capture the highest quality images from even
the most difficult originals. And once scanned, they can be distributed
for improved business workflows within a company’s Enterprise
Content Management system.
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